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IntroductionIntroduction
• Policies containing deductibles or SIRs present a significant 

“dollars and cents” issue for both policyholders and dollars and cents  issue for both policyholders and 
insurance companies.

Th  f  t  th t h  dd d thi  i  h  • The few courts that have addressed this issue have 
generally followed the law of the state in question on 
allocation of policy limits.p y

• Cases generally use the term “deductibles” to include 
fronting policies, SIRs, and deductibles; this presentation fronting policies, SIRs, and deductibles; this presentation 
will use the term “deductibles” in the same fashion.
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Application of “All Sums” or Joint or Several Application of All Sums  or Joint or Several 
Liability to Deductibles

C t  d ti  th  “ ll ” ll ti  h j t • Courts adopting the “all sums” allocation approach reject 
the argument that SIRs should be considered primary 
coverage. Instead these courts have adopted a “vertical coverage. Instead these courts have adopted a vertical 
exhaustion” approach, treating SIRs like deductibles, with 
only a policy’s own SIR exhausted before its coverage 
becomes availablebecomes available.

• E.g. Montgomery Ward & Co. v. Imperial Cas. & Indem. 
C  81 C l  A 4th 356  364 (C l  Ct  A  2000)Co., 81 Cal. App.4th 356, 364 (Cal. Ct. App. 2000).
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California and Washington State Court CasesCalifornia and Washington State Court Cases

• California and Washington case law is the most developed 
on the issue of non-allocation to CGL policies containing 
deductibles.

• State courts in Washington have held that insurers are 
jointly and severally liable under CGL policies for the 
policyholder’s liability  Weyerhaeuser Co  v  Fireman’s policyholder s liability. Weyerhaeuser Co. v. Fireman s 
Fund Ins. Co., No. C06-1189MJP, 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 
92521, at *10 (W.D. Wash. Dec. 17, 2007). 
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California and Washington State CasesCalifornia and Washington State Cases

• California courts have also rejected insurer arguments that 
fronting policies, SIRs and deductibles should be treated as 
“insurance” and do not require the policyholder to take on a 
share of its own liability if it otherwise has sufficient share of its own liability if it otherwise has sufficient 
insurance coverage. 

• See Aerojet General Corp  v  Transport Indem  Co  948 • See Aerojet-General Corp. v. Transport Indem. Co., 948 
P.2d 909, 929 (Cal. 1997).
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California and Washington State CasesCalifornia and Washington State Cases
• California courts construe “all sums” policy language to 

require the insurer to pay the limits of its policy or policies  require the insurer to pay the limits of its policy or policies, 
without proration to the policyholder even for deductibles or 
periods of self-insurance. p

• California courts find no unfairness or inequity in holding 
insurers to the terms of the standard-form policy language p y g g
the insurers themselves drafted.

• Thus the “all sums” language should be applied as written Thus the all sums  language should be applied as written 
to allow the policyholder to pick and choose the year or 
years that will apply to the claim.
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Washington State Court CasesWashington State Court Cases

• Gruol Construction Co. v. Insurance Co. of North America, 
524 P.2d 427, 431 (Wash. Ct. App. 1974). “In a dispute 
between an insured damages of a continuing between an insured….damages of a continuing 
nature…and the insurance carriers… burden of 
apportionment is on the carriers.”

• See, American Nat’l Fire Ins. v. B & L Trucking & 
Construction Co., 951 P.2d 250, 253-54 (Wash. 1998).
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Washington Federal Court CasesWashington Federal Court Cases

• The Weyehaeuser court, relying on B & L Trucking and 
Gruol went on to hold it rejected insurer arguments that a 
share of liability should be assigned to a policyholder that share of liability should be assigned to a policyholder that 
was self-insured for more than 10 years during 35 years of 
continuing damage. Weyerhaeuser at *4-5. 
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Washington Federal Court CasesWashington Federal Court Cases
• Weyerhaeuser also relied upon Aeroject “…in jurisdictions 

like California and Washington that apply joint and several like California and Washington that apply joint and several 
liability, each insurer that contracts to pay “all sums” is fully 
liable for the entirety of the continuous loss.”y

• The court went on to hold;  “There is nothing unfair about 
requiring an insurer who agreed to pay for all sums arising q g g p y g
out of an occurrence to pay for effectively uninsured 
periods…Northern drafted the policy language [in which it 
agreed to pay ‘all sums’ the insured becomes legally agreed to pay all sums  the insured becomes legally 
obligated to pay, up to the policy limits’; it cannot argue its 
own drafting is unfair.” Weyerhaeuser at *13-14.
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Aerojet and other California AuthorityAerojet and other California Authority
• California law provides key support for an “all sums” result on 

deductible allocation   That analysis begins in the California Supreme deductible allocation.  That analysis begins in the California Supreme 
Court’s decision in Aeroject.

• In addition, the court held “Although insurers may be required to g y q
make an equitable contribution to defense costs among themselves,
that is all: An insured is not required to make such a contribution 
together with insurers.” Aerojet at 929-930.g j

• Relying on a statutory definition of insurance the court held: “Self-
insurance” is not insurance.” Aerojet at 930.

• The court further concluded: “The policyholder would receive no 
“windfall” because parties are free to contact as they 
pleased ”Aerojet at 932
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Other California AuthorityOther California Authority
• The Montgomery Ward court followed Aerojet when it 

rejected insurer arguments that a portion of defense costs rejected insurer arguments that a portion of defense costs 
incurred by the policyholder should be allocated to policies 
containing SIRs. Montgomery Ward at 51-52.g g y

• Montgomery Ward & Co. v. Imperial Cas. & Indem. Co. 
followed Montrose Chem. Corp. v. Admiral Ins. Co., 913 p ,
P.2d 878, 887 (Cal. 1995) in holding that “an insurer on the 
risk when continuous or progressively deteriorating  
damage or injury first manifests itself remains obligated to damage or injury first manifests itself remains obligated to 
indemnify  the insured for the entirety of the ensuing 
damage or injury, up to policy limits.”
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Montgomery Ward: SIRs Not Primary InsuranceMontgomery Ward: SIRs Not Primary Insurance

• The court in Montgomery Ward held “all of the policies 
make it clear there is a difference between underlying 
insurance and retained limits, and the Insurers understood 
this difference when they entered into these contracts   The this difference when they entered into these contracts.  The 
insurers how ask us to relieve them of this clear contractual 
obligation, and instead to deem retained limits in other 
potentially applicable policies to be primary insurance… 
This we will not do.” Montgomery Ward at 50-51.
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Proration of DeductiblesProration of Deductibles

• If a court refuses to apply to deductible allocation to the “all 
sums” rule enumerated in B & L Trucking, Aerojet, and 
similar cases, the policyholder’s next best alternative is to 
argue that deductibles should be prorated among different argue that deductibles should be prorated among different 
triggered policies just as damages are prorated.

• The “fairness” argument implicit in the proration approach • The fairness  argument implicit in the proration approach 
to allocation applies to both insurers and policyholders.
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Proration of DeductiblesProration of Deductibles
• The Third Circuit used this approach in PECO Energy Co. 

v  Boden  64 F 3d 852  854 (3d Cir  1995)  overruled in  v. Boden, 64 F.3d 852, 854 (3d Cir. 1995), overruled in  
part on other grounds by Federated Mut. Ins. Co. v. 
Grapevine Excavation, Inc., 241 F.3d 396 (5th Cir. 2001)p ( )

• “It seems to us that the most equitable and logical 
application of the policies’ language….take the loss pp p g g
sustained by PECO each year and determine what 
percentage of the total insured loss it represents…These 
calculations equitably provide each group of Underwriters calculations equitably provide each group of Underwriters 
with a deductible based on a single occurrence, as the 
policies provide.” PECO at 857.
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Proration of DeductiblesProration of Deductibles
• In LaFarge Corp. v. Hartford Cas. Ins. Co., 61 F.3d 389 (5th

Circ  1995)  overruled in part on other grounds by Circ. 1995), overruled in part on other grounds by 
Federated Mut. Ins. Co., 241 F.3d 396 (5th Cir. 2001). The 
Fifth Circuit applied an approach similar to PECO Energy’s.  pp pp gy
The court affirmed the trial court’s “time on the risk” ruling, 
assigning only 30% of LaFarge’s defense costs to Hartford.  
The court also affirmed the decision to prorate the The court also affirmed the decision to prorate the 
policyholder’s deductible in an identical manner.
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Proration of DeductiblesProration of Deductibles
• The LaFarge court cited the Fifth Circuit’s earlier ruling in 

Clemtex  Inc  v  Southeastern Fidelity Ins  Co  807 F 2d Clemtex, Inc. v. Southeastern Fidelity Ins. Co., 807 F.2d 
1271, 1276-77 (5th Cir. 1987) that the policy provisions on 
deductibles were ambiguous.g

• “The policy provides that the deductible will apply to each 
occurrence; it is at best ambiguous as to what happens ; g pp
when the insurer is held liable for only a part of a 
continuous occurrence.”  The lower court’s decision “is 
supported simply as a valid choice of one of at least two supported simply as a valid choice of one of at least two 
reasonable interpretations of the policy.  It did not err in 
prorating the deductible.”
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Proration of DeductiblesProration of Deductibles

• Proration of deductibles should not be an issue unless the 
court first decides to apply pro-rata allocation  to the 
coverage.  For example, at the outset of the discussion on 
the allocation of deductibles  the court in LaFarge endorsed the allocation of deductibles, the court in LaFarge endorsed 
(without specifically holding) the trial courts decision to 
prorate under the “time on the risk” theory of allocation 
used in the Fifth Circuit’s 1981 decision Porter v. American 
Optical Corp.,641 F.2d 1128, 1145 (5th Cir. 1981).
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“Horizontal Exhaustion” of DeductiblesHorizontal Exhaustion  of Deductibles

• Policyholders question decisions that apply proration to y q pp y p
policy limits but ignore “equity or “fairness” rationales when 
allocating deductibles.

• These decisions require the policyholder to pay full 
deductibles in each triggered policy year while allowing the 
i  t   l   ti  f it  “ ll ” li bilit  t  th  insurer to pay only a portion of its “all sums” liability to the 
policyholder.

F    l   B  G  C   C  • For a recent example, see Boston Gas Co. v. Century 
Indem. Co., 588 F.3d 20 (1st Cir. 2009).
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“Horizontal Exhaustion” of DeductiblesHorizontal Exhaustion  of Deductibles

• These cases seem to apply “fairness” considerations only 
one way.

• If the insurers are allowed to prorate, then the policyholder’s p , p y
liability for deductibles should be prorated as well.

• At a minimum courts should apply “equity” arguments At a minimum courts should apply equity  arguments 
equally to benefit policyholders and insurers. See, e.g., 
Stonewall Ins. Co. v. Asbestos Claims Mgmt Corp., 73 F.3d 
1178 (2d Cir  1995)  modified on other grounds  85 F 3d 49 1178 (2d Cir. 1995), modified on other grounds, 85 F.3d 49 
(2d Cir. 1996)(applying New York law).
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“Horizontal Exhaustion” of DeductiblesHorizontal Exhaustion  of Deductibles

• These cases apply the principle of “horizontal exhaustion”.  
Courts require the policyholder to exhaust primary limits in 
all triggered policy years before any of the excess layers 
must paymust pay.

• These cases, in effect, equate captive fronting 
arrangements  as well as SIRs and deductibles  with arrangements, as well as SIRs and deductibles, with 
“insurance.”

The result for insurers is “heads I win  tails you lose ”• The result for insurers is “heads I win, tails you lose.”
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“Horizontal Exhaustion” of DeductiblesHorizontal Exhaustion  of Deductibles

• The Second Circuit, for example, held that prorating the 
deductible would “upset the balance” between the insurer 
and the policyholder. Olin Corp. v. Ins. Co. of N. Am., 221 
F 3d 327-28 (2d Cir  2000)F.3d 327-28 (2d Cir. 2000).

• “Horizontal Exhaustion” argument has gained traction with 
a few courts  (Mostly in states that prorate)  See e g  a few courts. (Mostly in states that prorate). See e.g. 
Benjamin Moore v. Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co., 843 A.2d 1094, 
1104-06 (N.J. 2004); Liberty Mut. Ins. Co. v. Wheelwright 
Trucking Co., 851 So.2d 466, 488 (Ala.2002).
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“Horizontal Exhaustion” of DeductiblesHorizontal Exhaustion  of Deductibles

• In other jurisdictions, such as Illinois, courts have applied 
horizontal exhaustion, holding that both SIRs and fronting 
policies rendering the policyholder at least partially “self 
insured” constitute primary coverage that must be totally insured  constitute primary coverage that must be totally 
exhausted before any excess insurance can be tapped. 

• See  Mo  Pac  R R  v  Int’l Ins  Co  679 N E  2d 801  809• See, Mo. Pac. R.R. v. Int l Ins. Co., 679 N.E. 2d 801, 809-
10 (Ill. App. Ct. 1997).
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Law on the Number of OccurrencesLaw on the Number of Occurrences

• The allocation issue and the allocation of deductibles raises 
the question of whether a policyholder’s claim constitutes 
one or multiple occurrences.

• Most courts apply the cause test, and all focus on the 
standard-form definition of “occurrence,” which CGL 
policies define as “an accident  including continuous or policies define as an accident, including continuous or 
repeated exposure to substantially the same general 
harmful conditions.”
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Law on the Number of OccurrencesLaw on the Number of Occurrences

• In addition to the “cause test,” courts apply the “liability-
triggering event test.”  Incidents for which the policyholder 
is allegedly liable, and

• The “unfortunate events test,” applied by some New York 
courts focuses on the unfortunate character of the events 
leading to the injuryleading to the injury.
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Law on the Number of OccurrencesLaw on the Number of Occurrences

• Cause test may enable the policyholder to argue 
successfully that, at most, one occurrence applies per 
insured liability.

• Fewer occurrences benefit the policyholder because each 
occurrence can require payment of a new deductible.

• Multiple occurrences favors policyholders when the 
insurance contains no per occurrence deductibles or 
retentionsretentions.
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Law on Number of OccurrencesLaw on Number of Occurrences
• For example, in Owens-Illinois, Inc. v. Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co., 

597 F Supp  1515  1525 (D D C  1984)  the policies contained 597 F.Supp. 1515, 1525 (D.D.C. 1984), the policies contained 
per occurrence deductibles, and the insurer argued that each 
asbestos claim constituted a single occurrence.  Applying the g pp y g
cause test the court ruled in the policyholder’s favor.

• The court went on to note that the existence of substantial per p
occurrence deductibles “supports the conclusion that, when 
[the policyholder] purchased the policies, the parties 
reasonably expected that [the policyholder] would be required reasonably expected that [the policyholder] would be required 
to pay only one deductible for claims like those resulting from 
asbestos-related injury.” Owens-Illinois at 1527.

29
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Law on Number of OccurrencesLaw on Number of Occurrences

• Many courts have relied upon Champion International 
Corp. v. Continental Cas. Co. 546 F.2d 502, 505-06 (2d Cir. 
1976) where the Second Circuit held that 1,400 sales of 
defective material constituted one occurrence because the defective material constituted one occurrence because the 
“multiple sales were continuous and repeated elements of 
the same occurrence.”

• The “cause test” has been used to find one occurrence in 
cases of discrimination, asbestos, fires, plumbing 
malfunctions, exposure to toxic substances, and 
employment discrimination.
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Law on Number of OccurrencesLaw on Number of Occurrences

• Sometimes it is the insurers who seek a one 
occurrence result in order to limit their exposure if 
th i  li i  t i    li it  ith t their policies contain per occurrence limits without 
deductibles or retentions.
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ConclusionConclusion

• Decisions by the Washington and California Supreme 
Courts provide strong support for policyholder arguments 
that the “all sums” rationale should not apply only to 
allocation of policy limits  but to allocation of deductibles as allocation of policy limits, but to allocation of deductibles as 
well.

• If courts disregard the clear policy language and  instead • If courts disregard the clear policy language and, instead 
use purported “fairness” and equitable arguments to 
consider proration of coverage limits, then courts should 
apply the same rationale to the proration  of deductibles.  
Insurance coverage cases are contract cases.
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“Occurrences”Occurrences

• An unusual and tricky area of the law.An unusual and tricky area of the law.

• Not “Is there coverage” but “How much”?• Not Is there coverage  but How much ?

S ll b  f  di i  th  b dth f • Small number of cases disguise the breadth of 
the problem across all lines of coverage.
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“Occurrences” Cases Used To Be RareOccurrences  Cases Used To Be Rare

• Requires unusual cluster of circumstances:
– Insured must be liable
– Policy must afford coverage

Case doesn’t settle– Case doesn’t settle
– Liability must exceed conceded coverage

• Insurers haven’t wanted to take a position.
– No consistent “right” position that is always beneficialg p y
– If you are excess today you may be primary tomorrow
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Why Is This Now Such An Important Issue?Why Is This Now Such An Important Issue?

F  i  i i l   i d it  i• Focus is increasingly on indemnity issues.
– Erosion of underlying layers of coverage

• Growing role of SIRS.

• High profile disputes:
WTC  WTC  
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Why This Issue MattersWhy This Issue Matters
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Why Parties Have Avoided Litigating This 
I  U til NIssue Until Now

• There’s no one answer that’s “right” all the time• There s no one answer that s right  all the time.

• Insureds Generally Want Multiple “Occurrences”
Maximize Limits– Maximize Limits

– But Not If They Have SIRs
– and Not If They Want To “Spike” Excess Layers

• Insurers Generally Want One “Occurrence”
– But Not If The Insured Has SIRs– But Not If The Insured Has SIRs
– And Not If They Are Excess Carriers
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“Occurrence” PlayersOccurrence  Players

• Dispute between insurer and policyholder.Dispute between insurer and policyholder.

• Dispute between primary and excess insurers• Dispute between primary and excess insurers.

Di t  b t  i  d i• Dispute between insurer and reinsurer.
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Stonewall Ins. Co. v. Du Pont
(D l  2010)(Del. 2010)

• Very significant case illustrating the dilemma’s for • Very significant case illustrating the dilemma s for 
policyholders and insurers

• Do “independent causes” = separate 
“occurrences”?occurrences ?

Significance of “premises locations”• Significance of “premises locations”
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MONEY NEVER SLEEPSMONEY NEVER SLEEPS

• $50 million per occurrence SIR• $50 million per occurrence SIR

Presents a $24 trillion dollar question• Presents a $24 trillion dollar question

• Is the coverage illusory?

41



Non-Cumulation ClauseNon Cumulation Clause

• Is it an alternative way to reduce exposure?• Is it an alternative way to reduce exposure?

Can it be used to reduce Insurer’s exposure to • Can it be used to reduce Insurer’s exposure to 
ZERO

• What effect should policyholder’s shifting “trigger” 
have on application?have on application?

42



“Occurrences”:  Determining FactorsOccurrences :  Determining Factors

Policy WordingsPolicy Wordings
The “Cause” Test
External Factors
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Dual Policy Role of “Occurrence”Dual Policy Role of Occurrence

• “Occurrence” plays two separate roles Occurrence  plays two separate roles 
in CGL or excess policy

1 I i  A t1. Insuring Agreement
– BI/PD must result from an “occurrence”
– “Occurrence” is basis for insured’s liabilityOccurrence  is basis for insured s liability

2. Limits of Liability  
E  t  i il  diti  i   “ ”– Exposure to similar conditions is one “occurrence”

– “Occurrence” is cap on insurer’s liability
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Don’t Confuse The “Occurrence” With 
“T i ” f C“Trigger” of Coverage

“Occurrence” is not the trigger of coverageOccurrence  is not the trigger of coverage.
“Occurrence” is the act of the insured (the accident, 

event or conditions) that results in injuryevent or conditions) that results in injury.
– Cause

It is the res lting inj r  d ring the polic  period that It is the resulting injury during the policy period that 
triggers coverage.

Effect– Effect
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I Policy WordingsI. Policy Wordings

• “Occurrence” Definitions• Occurrence  Definitions
– Standard CGL:  “Conditions”
– Non-Standard:  “Happenings and Events”– Non-Standard:  Happenings and Events

• Aggregates

• Non-Cumulation and Deemer Clauses
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“Exposure To Conditions”Exposure To Conditions

• “For the purpose of determining the company's• For the purpose of determining the company s
liability, all bodily injury and property damage
arising out of continuous or repeated exposurearising out of continuous or repeated exposure
to substantially the same general conditions
shall be considered as arising out of one
occurrence.”
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“Conditions” Refers to Cause of Injury, Not 
B i  f  Li bilitBasis for Liability

• Koikos v. Travelers, 849 So.2d 263 (Fla. 2003)
– Florida Supreme Court rejected Travelers’ argument that

insured’s negligence was “conditions”:insured s negligence was conditions :
• “The ‘continuous or repeated exposure’ language does not

restrict the definition of ‘occurrence’ but rather expands it
by including ongoing and slowly developing injuries suchby including ongoing and slowly developing injuries, such
as those in the field of toxic torts….The victims were not
“exposed” to the negligent failure to provide security. If the
victims were “exposed” to anything it was the bullets firedvictims were “exposed” to anything, it was the bullets fired
from the intruder’s gun.”
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Aggregate LimitsAggregate Limits
• Until recently, CGL policies did not have general 

taggregates
• Aggregate protection limited to “Products” and 

“C l t d O ti ” H d“Completed Operations” Hazards
– Generally inapplicable to pollution

P bl ti  f  b t  l i   K b– Problematic for asbestos claims:  Keasbey
• Older Aggregate Wordings

“E h i  l ti ”– “Each premises location”
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Non-Cumulation ClausesNon Cumulation Clauses
• “It is agreed that if any loss covered hereunder is 

l  d i  h l   i  t d   th  also covered in whole or in part under any other 
excess policy issued to the Insured prior to the 
inception date hereof  the limit of liability hereon as inception date hereof, the limit of liability hereon as 
stated in II(b) shall be reduced by any amounts due 
to the Insured on account of such loss under such to the Insured on account of such loss under such 
prior insurance.”
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Non-Cumulation ClausesNon Cumulation Clauses
• Clause intended to prevent “stacking”.
• Only applies if loss from one “occurrence ”• Only applies if loss from one occurrence.
• Most commonly upheld in “all sums” states, 

– Liberty Mutual v. Treesdale (3d Cir. 2005)y ( )
• Courts in “allocation” states less willing to enforce.

– Spaulding v. Aetna (N.J 2003)
• Insurer can’t use clause to reduce its allocable share further• Insurer can t use clause to reduce its allocable share further.

– But see:  Hiraldo v. Allstate (NY 2005)
• Insurer only owed one limit for lead paint.
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Multi-Year Policies:
A li ti  d “St b” P li iAnnualization and “Stub” Policies

Th  Y  P li   Th  li it   O ?• Three Year Policy:  Three limits or One?
– Impact of “annualization” language 
– Occurrence limit applies to policy as a whole but “aggregate” Occurrence limit applies to policy as a whole but aggregate  

applies to each annual period.

• Stub Policies
– Where one year policy is renewed for a few months more, should 

an additional limit apply?an additional limit apply?
– Answer often depends on the underwriting intent.
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Case ExampleCase Example
• California Ins. Co. v. Stimson Lumber Co., 2004 WL 1173185 

(D. Or. May 26, 2004)( y , )
– Manufacturer sued for defects in exterior hardwood siding product

– National Union excess policies had “prior insurance non-cumulation of liability” p p y
provision stating that if a “loss” covered under the policy was also covered in 
whole or in part under any earlier excess policy, the amounts due would be 
reduced by the amounts owed to the insured under that prior insurance.

C t j t d i d’  t th t “l ” f d l  t  h i di id l – Court rejected insured’s argument that “loss” referred only to each individual 
siding claim paid by Stimson and therefore should not reduce its claims in the 
aggregate.

“To the extent that there is any excess insurance coverage available for the – “To the extent that there is any excess insurance coverage available for the 
siding loss, the non-cumulation provision applies to reduce National Union’s 
policy limits by the amounts paid in prior policy years as amounts paid by other 
excess settling insurers.”
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II Measuring “Occurrences”II. Measuring Occurrences
• The “Effect” Test

F  i   th  b  f   t  d d b  – Focus is on the number of persons or property damaged by 
insured’s act or omission

– Ostensibly the minority approach nowadays
• The “Cause” Test/Majority Approach

– Do diverse injuries or claims share a common cause?
• “Unfortunate Event” Test/Lemony Snicket Rule

– Would ordinary insured view diverse claims and injuries as 
involving a single “unfortunate event”?involving a single unfortunate event ?

– Principally followed in New York
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What Does “Cause” Mean?What Does Cause  Mean?
• While most states use a “cause” approach, it has 

ft   t  b   l ti  d lt i t d often proven to be an elastic and result-oriented 
tool.

• Does “cause” mean?
– The “cause” of the insured’s liabilities; or
– The “cause” of the plaintiffs’ injuries?
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“Remote” v  “Immediate” CausesRemote  v. Immediate  Causes
• No distinction between cause of injury and liability 

h  i d i  i di t  h i l  f l  where insured is immediate, physical cause of loss 
(e.g. auto accident).

• Issues arise, however, where insured is “remote” 
f  id t   h  i d i  d t from accident, as where insured is product 
manufacturer or distributor or is sued for 
misconduct of othersmisconduct of others.
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III   External FactorsIII.  External Factors

• Role of Insured• Role of Insured

Circ mstances of Loss• Circumstances of Loss

C  P fil• Coverage Profile
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1 Role of Insured1. Role of Insured

• Immediate or remote actor?• Immediate or remote actor?

W  th  i d t t th  ?• Was the insured present at the scene?

• Other intervening causes?
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2 Circumstances of Loss2. Circumstances of Loss

• Injurious Mechanism• Injurious Mechanism
– Did all the injuries result from a single on-going 

physical process or continuum (e.g. fire, flood)?p y p ( g , )

• Proximity:Proximity:
– Did injuries occur around the same time and place?
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3 Coverage Profile3. Coverage Profile

• Do policies have SIRs or deductibles?• Do policies have SIRs or deductibles?
– If so, insured is more likely to argue that diverse 

losses arise out of one “occurrence ”losses arise out of one occurrence.

• Are the limits enough to satisfy the claims?Are the limits enough to satisfy the claims?
– If not, insured is likely to press primary insurer to 

accept claims as separate “occurrences.”p p
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IV. “Occurrence” Claim TypesIV. Occurrence  Claim Types
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Issue Cuts Across Diverse ClaimsIssue Cuts Across Diverse Claims

• AsbestosAsbestos
• Auto
• Construction Defect
• Environmental
• Food

M l t ti• Molestation
• Premises Liability
• Products ClaimsProducts Claims
• Shootings
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ASBESTOS CLAIMSASBESTOS CLAIMS
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One Occurrence:  
“C ”  M f t i“Cause” = Manufacturing

• Colt Industries (high “per occurrence” deductibles)• Colt Industries (high per occurrence  deductibles)

• Morton-Thiokol (retrospective premiums)• Morton-Thiokol (retrospective premiums)

• Treesdale (pro-Insurer)Treesdale (pro Insurer)

• Owens-Illinois (marketing of products)Owens Illinois (marketing of products)
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The Alternative View:
Each Individual Claimant is a 

Separate “Occurrence”

• LMI v. Superior Court (Cal.) rejects “remote 
cause” analysis)y )

• Met Life v  Aetna (Conn ) “cause” of Met Life v. Aetna (Conn.) cause  of 
injuries was each claimant’s exposure to 
asbestos fibers))
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The Dramatic ImpactThe Dramatic Impact

• Appalachian Ins  v  GE (N Y  2007)• Appalachian Ins. v. GE (N.Y. 2007)

Each worker = one “occurrence”– Each worker = one occurrence

Self insured primary layer no aggregates– Self-insured primary layer -- no aggregates

– NO RECOVERY FROM EXCESS PROGRAMNO RECOVERY FROM EXCESS PROGRAM
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The Pendulum SwingsThe Pendulum Swings

• Plastics Engineering v  Liberty Mutual• Plastics Engineering v. Liberty Mutual
(Wis. 2009)

– Each claimant = separate occurrence
– Liberty pays through the noseLiberty pays through the nose
– Primary and excess/no aggregate
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Building Claims TooBuilding Claims Too

• Stonewall v  Asbestos Claims Mgt (2d Cir )• Stonewall v. Asbestos Claims Mgt. (2d Cir.)

Decision to manufacture wallboard not the “occurrence”– Decision to manufacture wallboard not the occurrence

Each individual installation = “occurrence”– Each individual installation = occurrence

– Policies had a high “per occurrence” deductiblePolicies had a high per occurrence  deductible
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Construction Defect Claims
ContractorsContractors
Distributors

M f tManufacturers
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Case Example No. 1
M f tManufacturers

• Manufacturer sold Periclase plaster product.
• Bills of lading said “For Exterior Use Only” but no similar warning 

on product container.
• Contractors  installed product on interiors of dozens of homes, Contractors  installed product on interiors of dozens of homes, 

causing stains and blemish to 28 of them.
• Primary insurer argued “cause” was defective product.

E  i  (W ) d th t i  t ll h  ff d • Excess carrier (Wausau) argued that since not all homes suffered 
damage, injury not inevitable and therefore each of the 28 
applications that did cause injury was the direct “cause” of the 
i d’  li bilitiinsured’s liabilities.

• So was it one “occurrence” or twenty-eight?
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And The Answer IsAnd The Answer Is…
• One.
• Chemstar v. Liberty Mutual, 41 F.3d 429 (9th Cir. 

1994)(California law) 
Ninth Circuit ruled that there was no intervening proximate – Ninth Circuit ruled that there was no intervening proximate 
cause after insured’s failure to warn.

Southern Int’l Corp v Poly Urethane Ind Inc 353• Southern Int’l Corp. v. Poly-Urethane Ind., Inc., 353
So.2d 646 (Fla. App. 1977)
– Negligent application of insured’s roof sealing product tog g pp g p

numerous buildings held one ”occurrence”.

• Damage due to product, not application.
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Case Example No  2Case Example No. 2

• Product manufacturer or distributor sued for • Product manufacturer or distributor sued for 
construction defect problems associated with 
installation of its product in homes.installation of its product in homes.

• Is “occurrence” the installation of the defective 
d t   d f t i  th  d i  f t  product or a defect in the design or manufacture 

of the product itself?
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And The Answer IsAnd The Answer Is…
• One.

• Owners Ins. Co. v. Salmonsen, 
622 S.E.2d 525 (S.C. 2005)

Class action filed against distributor of “Parex ” a synthetic – Class action filed against distributor of Parex,  a synthetic 
stucco product that caused water intrusion to plaintiffs’ 
homes.

– S  C  Supreme Court ruled that class members’ claims arose – S. C. Supreme Court ruled that class members  claims arose 
out of a single “occurrence” as they were all based on the 
distribution of an inherently defective product and not 
because of the negligent distribution of otherwise g g
satisfactory goods.

– “Placing a defective product into the stream of commerce is 
one occurrence”
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Clear?  Not Just YetClear?  Not Just Yet…
• New York courts have held in asbestos cases that it is the 

installation of insured’s product into a building that is the installation of insured s product into a building that is the 
“occurrence”
– Stonewall Ins. Co. v. Asbestos Claims Management, 73 F.3d 

1178 (2d Cir  1995)  insurable "occurrence" was not the 1178 (2d Cir. 1995), insurable occurrence  was not the 
manufacturer's "general decision" to manufacture wallboard 
containing asbestos but rather each installation of those 
wallboards).)

– Maryland Cas. Co. v. W.R. Grace and Co., 128 F. 3d 794, 799 
(2d Cir. 1997) (each installation of asbestos material in a building 
was a separate "occurrence")p )

– Maryland Cas. Co. v. Gerling-Konzern Allgemiene,  128 F.3d 794 
(2nd Cir.  1997) (construing "occurrence" as providing a separate 
deductible provision for each installation of asbestos in a 
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Case Example No. 3
C t tContractors

• After three separate heavy rainstorms, sewage backed up 
into numerous homeowners’ properties  resulting in claims into numerous homeowners  properties, resulting in claims 
against the City for failing to properly maintain the 
municipal drainage system.p g y

• Primary insurer contended that the number of 
"occurrences" should be determined by reference to the 

b  f tnumber of storms.
• City argued that the court should look to the specific 

circumstances of each citizens' claim   circumstances of each citizens  claim.  
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And The Answer Is…
• Neither.
• Home Ind. Co. v. City of Mobile, 749 F.2d 659 (11th Cir. 

1984)(Alabama law)1984)(Alabama law).
– 11th Circuit adopted an intermediate position, holding that each 

discrete causative act of negligence was a separate "occurrence“ 
no matter how many individual properties were damaged as a no matter how many individual properties were damaged as a 
result.

• Bethpage Water District v. S. Zara & Sons,  546 N.Y.S.2d 645, 
154 A.D.2d 645 (2nd Dept. 1989)( p )
– Contractor’s negligent backfilling damaged 250 parts of water main 

system.
– Appellate Division of the New York Supreme Court held that claims 

ll i l d  t  " b t ti ll  th   l all involved exposure to "substantially the same general 
conditions.”

– Note that this result benefited insured since it was only required 
to pay a single deductible
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to pay a single deductible.
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Clear?  Not Just YetClear?  Not Just Yet…

• Courts may find separate “occurrences” if damage was due to y p g
defective work that differs from site to site rather than defect in 
construction product.
– U.S. Fire v. Safeco Ins. Co., 444 So.2d 844 (Ala. 1983), ( )

• Roof leaked over time due to cracks and deterioration
• Contractor repaired but left section unroofed, causing 

further leakage.further leakage.
• Alabama Supreme Court held that failure to maintain roof 

and contractor's subsequent failure to fix roof were 
separate "causes.” p
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Premises Liability

Photo of bar
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Case Example No  1Case Example No. 1
• Plaintiff that had leased space over nightclub, filed suit 

i t l dl d l i i  th t l d i   i d against landlord complaining that loud music over period 
of months was a breach of lease’s covenant of quiet 
enjoyment and habitability.enjoyment and habitability.

• Are number of “occurrences” determined by:
– Breach of the lease covenant?
– Overall noise experience?
– Individual noisy performances?

Repeated encores of “Stairway to Heaven”?– Repeated encores of Stairway to Heaven ?
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And The Answer Is???And The Answer Is???
• One

• Peck v. Public Service Mut. Ins. Co., No. 
3:99CV886 (D. Conn. March 24, 2005)
– Judge ruled that on-going exposure to noise from 

i d’  i ht l b i l d  t  i il  insured’s nightclub involved exposure to similar 
conditions.
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Case Example No  2Case Example No. 2
• After two unruly patrons were ejected from the 

i d’  b   t t  hi   d  t i  insured’s bar, one went to his car and, returning 
with a gun, shot the other patron.

• Estate sued the bar for dram shop violations and 
for failing to provide safety.g p y

• Was the fight inside the bar part of the same 
“occurrence”?occurrence ?
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And The Answer Is???And The Answer Is???

• One.One.

• Continental Ins. Co. v. Hancock, 507 S.W.2d 146 
(K  1973)(Ky. 1973)

• Kentucky Supreme Court ruled that fight outside 
th  b    ti ti  f th  b l th t h d the bar was a continuation of the brawl that had 
begun inside and therefore arose out of the same 
“occurrence ”occurrence.
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Case Example No  3Case Example No. 3

• Father tore rotator cuff while running to save his Father tore rotator cuff while running to save his 
boy, who was being mauled by neighbor’s dog.

• Father and son sued for bite wounds and shoulder Father and son sued for bite wounds and shoulder 
surgery based on insured’s failure to contain the 
dog.

• One occurrence or two?
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And The Answer Is???And The Answer Is???
• Two.
• Hodgson v. Bremen Farms Mut. (Kan. App. 1999)

– Court finds that father and son suffered injures due to two different 
ca sescauses.

– Rejects insurer’s argument that father’s injury would not have 
occurred but for emergency suffered by son.

B t But see:
• Doria v. INA, 509 A.2d 220 (N.J. Super. 1986)

(incident in which two boys drowned while one tried to save the other (incident in which two boys drowned while one tried to save the other 
arose out of the same “occurrence”).
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Case Example No  4Case Example No. 4
• Insured owned a swimming pool that he failed to 

secure.
• A neighbor’s child fell in the pool, while taking a 

h t t  th  tshortcut across the property.
• His friend also drowned while trying to save his 

icompanion.
• One occurrence or two?
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And The Answer Is?And The Answer Is?
• One.

• In Doria v. INA, 210 N.J. Super. 67, 509 A.2d 220 
(1986)  the Appellate Division ruled that injuries to (1986), the Appellate Division ruled that injuries to 
two boys arose out of one “occurrence” where harm 
resulted from same cause and was closely linked in resulted from same cause and was closely linked in 
time and space.
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But Not So FastBut Not So Fast…

• What if the circumstances of the loss are unknown?• What if the circumstances of the loss are unknown?
– Addison Ins. Co. v. Fay, 905 N.E.2d 747 (Ill. 2009)

• Two boys died of hypothermia in wet sand on a 
neighbor’s propert  neighbor’s property. 

• While stating that the two deaths might well have involved 
a single “occurrence” if the injuries had occurred closely 
together in time and space  the court found that it was together in time and space, the court found that it was 
impossible to prove how the boys died.  

• As the insurer had failed in its burden of proof, the Illinois 
Supreme Court held that the claims must be treated as Supreme Court held that the claims must be treated as 
involving separate “occurrences.” 
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Products Claims
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Batch ClausesBatch Clauses
• Older policies provided that losses involving a 

i l  l t  “b t h” f th  i d’  d t   single lot or “batch” of the insured’s products are 
one “occurrence.” 

• Controversy persists as to whether these clauses 
only apply to defective manufacture or should also y pp y
extend to design defect or inherently dangerous 
products.
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Current (Bermuda) Forms:  Integrated Current (Bermuda) Forms:  Integrated 
“Occurrence” Clauses

• Allows insured to designate common claims from • Allows insured to designate common claims from 
a product as single “occurrence” even if injuries 
span multiple periodsspan multiple periods.

• But limited to that specific policy year• But limited to that specific policy year.
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Proposed “Causes” of Products ClaimsProposed Causes  of Products Claims

• Insured Manufacturer’s Decision To Market Defective 
Product or Failure to Warn of Dangers Posed By Product or Failure to Warn of Dangers Posed By 
Dangerous/Defective Product
– One “occurrence” per type of productp yp p

• Plaintiffs Injured Under Similar Circumstances 
One “occ rrence” per ear– One “occurrence” per year

• Individual Circumstances of Disease or Injuryj y
– One “occurrence” per plaintiff.
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Single “Occurrence” RationaleSingle Occurrence  Rationale
• These are “occurrence” policies.

B i   f li  i  t  id   f  • Business purpose of policy is to provide coverage for 
what insured did or didn’t do.

• Circumstances beyond insured’s control• Circumstances beyond insured s control
shouldn’t determine availability of coverage.

• Where insured is a “remote actor” (e.g. manufacturer), ( g ),
what was last act over which insured had any control:
– Decision to manufacture

F il  t  – Failure to warn
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Multiple “Occurrence” RationaleMultiple Occurrence  Rationale
• “Causes” of tort claimant’s injuries are too 

di i il  di d i  ti  l  d  f dissimilar; dispersed in time, place and manner of 
injury to be grouped together.

• Focus should be on the manner in which each 
individual was injured.j

• Is there a “signature” injury?
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Case Example No  1Case Example No. 1

• Cows died after insured sold farmers cattle feed into 
which he had accidentally mixed PBB fire retardant 
instead of feed supplement.
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Should number of “occurrences” be determined 
bby:

– Number of dead cows?
– Number of unhappy farmers?

N b  f hi t ?– Number of shipments?
– Defective product?
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And The Answer Is?And The Answer Is?
• Number of shipments.

• Michigan Chemical Corp. v. American Home Assur. Corp., 
728 F 2d 374 (6th Cir  1984)728 F.2d 374 (6th Cir. 1984)

• Sixth Circuit ruled that because PBB had been introduced 
into some shipments and not others, it was the individual p ,
shipments of contaminated cattle feed by the 
manufacturer that were the cause. 
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Case Example No  2Case Example No. 2
• Insured sold contaminated bird seed to eight dealers, who 

in turn sold the seed to numerous individual pet ownersin turn sold the seed to numerous individual pet owners.
• Should number of “occurrences” be determined by

– Number of dead birds?Number of dead birds?
– Distributors’ sales to bird dealers?
– Insured’s sales to distributors”
– Defective product?
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And The Answer Is?And The Answer Is?
• Insured’s sales to distributors (8).

• Maurice Pincoffs Co. v. St. Paul Fire & Marine Ins. Co., 447
F 2d 204 (5th Cir 1971)F.2d 204 (5th Cir. 1971).
– Fifth Circuit ruled in Louisiana case that governing “cause” was

insured’s sales to dealers since that was the last event over
hi h th i d h d t lwhich the insured had any control.

– Focus is on “cause” of the insured’s liability, not cause of birds’
deaths.
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Manufacturer ClaimsManufacturer Claims
• Claims against manufacturers are more likely to be treated

as one “occurrence” where based on something intrinsic toas one occurrence where based on something intrinsic to
the product itself.

• Cargill, Inc. v. Liberty Mutual Ins. Co., 488 F. Supp. 49 (D.
Minn. 1979), aff’d, 621 F.2d 275 (8th Cir. 1980)
– Multiple sales of contaminated nutrient medium were held toMultiple sales of contaminated nutrient medium were held to

constitute one “occurrence” based on theory that all the ensuing
claims were caused by a change in the nutrient formula.
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Consistency Isn’t The ProblemConsistency Isn t The Problem
• Dow Chemical Corp. v. Associated Indemnity Corp., 727 F.

Supp 1524 (E D Mich 1989)Supp. 1524 (E.D. Mich. 1989)
– Property damage arising out of the installation of “Sarabond” mortar

product in buildings. Judge Churchill ruled that each installation of
Sarabond in a separate building was a separate “occurrence” since
the manner of injury occurred differed from site to site.

A i t d I d it  C ti   D  Ch i l  814 F  • Associated Indemnity Corporation v. Dow Chemical, 814 F. 
Supp. 613 (E.D. Mich. 1993).
– Defects in one of Dow’s resin products required the replacement of Defects in one of Dow s resin products required the replacement of 

a vast natural gas pipeline network. Judge Churchill ruled that the 
claims arose from an inherently defective product, so one 
“occurrence ” 
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Environmental ClaimsEnvironmental Claims
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Relevant ScenariosRelevant Scenarios

• Sources of Contamination• Sources of Contamination

Number of Sites• Number of Sites

• Identity of Claimants
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Single Site ClaimsSingle Site Claims

• Separate Spill IncidentsSeparate Spill Incidents

• Types of Pollutants• Types of Pollutants

S t  O ti  U it• Separate Operating Units

• Discrete Areas of Contamination
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Case ExamplesCase Examples

• Northern States Power (Minn.): Repeated Northern States Power (Minn.): Repeated 
discharges over time = one “occurrence”

• FMC v. Plaisted (Cal.):  Site as a whole is a FMC v. Plaisted (Cal.):  Site as a whole is a 
single occurrence

• KeySpan (Mass.):  Rejects sub-site analysis eySpa ( ass ) ejec s sub s e a a ys s
• Alcoa (Wash.): Different areas = different 

occurrences
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Multiple Site ClaimsMultiple Site Claims
Can multiple sites be aggregated based on:

• Disposal of specific chemical
• Transshipments between sites
• EPA treatment as a single investigationg g
• Common ownership/operation
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Case ExamplesCase Examples
• Con Ed v. Wausau: Rejects claim that pollution at 

t  it   b  t d  th h EPA separate sites can be aggregated even though EPA 
linked the sites and they were resolved under a 
single Consent Decree  single Consent Decree. 

• “Unfortunate event” test does not apply where sites 
are geographically separate   are geographically separate.  
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More Dirty DeedsMore Dirty Deeds
• duPont:  Manufacturing facility and off-site landfill 

 t  i l  “ ”are not a single “occurrence”

• Endicott Johnson:  Dumping at each site is a 
separate “occurrence”

• Domtar:  Rejects claim that six sites should be 
aggregated as an integrated business unit
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Insurers Do it TooInsurers Do it Too
• Indiana Gas Co. v. Aetna:

– Rejects insurer’s claim that MGP sites should be 
t d  th  b i  f   “ ”   t  aggregated on the basis of a common “cause” so as to 

limit coverage to a single policy
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General RuleGeneral Rule

One Site = One OccurrenceOne Site  One Occurrence
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Food Claims

Distributors
RestaurantsRestaurants

Supermarkets
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Food Poisoning:  FactorsFood Poisoning:  Factors

• Single “occurrence” rationaleSingle occurrence  rationale
– Batch of contaminated food

• Multiple “occurrence” rationale
– Distribution to different locationsDistribution to different locations
– Injuries can be widely dispersed geographically
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Case Example Case Example 

• Restaurant chef spoiled a batch of onions• Restaurant chef spoiled a batch of onions

Numerous breakfast patrons got botulism and • Numerous breakfast patrons got botulism and 
sued restaurant.

• How many “occurrences”?
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And The Answer Is???And The Answer Is???
• One. The cause of the losses was a single batch of spoiled 

onionsonions.
• John Mason v. The Home Ins. Co., 532 N.E.2d 526 (Ill. 

App. 1988)(rejecting argument that each serving of onions App. 1988)(rejecting argument that each serving of onions 
was a new “occurrence”).

• See also Firemans Fund Ins. Co. v. Scottsdale Ins. Co.,
968 F.Supp. 444 (E.D. Ark. 1997)(three separate hepatitis
claims involving contaminated food at a Taco Bell all arose
out of the same "occurrence"--the insured's negligentout of the same occurrence the insured s negligent
handling and storage of food).
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Clear?  Not just yetClear?  Not just yet…
• Outcome of these cases may depend on the role of the

insured (e g Supermarket food processor distributorinsured (e.g. Supermarket, food processor, distributor,
etc.); or

• Were there intervening acts of negligence?

• Were plaintiffs’ injuries caused by separate batches of
contaminated food?
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Western World Ins. Co. v. Wilkie, 2007 U.S. Dist. 
LEXIS 81677 (E D N C  N b  1  2007)LEXIS 81677 (E.D.N.C. November 1, 2007)

• Personal injury claims against a petting zoo arising out 
of outbreak of e  coliof outbreak of e. coli

• Federal District Court found one “occurrence.”
• Injuries suffered by various children were the result of Injuries suffered by various children were the result of 

coming into contact with fecal matter while petting 
animals at the insured’s zoo (the presence of e. coli at 
th     “h f l diti ”)the zoo = same “harmful conditions”).
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Discrimination ClaimsDiscrimination Claims
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Case Example Case Example 
• Employer discriminated against women employees 

t i  l tiat various locations.

• Title VII class action is filed accusing insured of 
implementing discriminatory employment 

id liguidelines.

• How many “occurrences”?
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And The Answer Is?And The Answer Is?
• One.

• Appalachian Ins. Co. v. Liberty Mutual Ins. Co., 676 F.2d 
56 (3d Cir. 1982)
– “Cause” of the claims was the insured's adoption of the 

discriminatory employment guidelines
• Village Management  Inc  v  Hartford Acc  & Ind  Co  662 • Village Management, Inc. v. Hartford Acc. & Ind. Co., 662 

F.Supp. 1366 (N.D. Ill. 1987)
– (race discrimination claims against a landlord all arose out of one( g

"occurrence," the insured's adoption of a discriminatory policy for
selecting tenants).
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Clear?  Not just yetClear?  Not just yet…
• Illinois Central Railroad v. Acc. & Cas. Co. of

Winterthur 739 N E 2d 1049 (Ill App 2000)Winterthur,739 N.E.2d 1049 (Ill. App. 2000)
– Each individual member of a class action for employment

discrimination is a separate "occurrence.“

• Mead Reinsurance v. Granite State Ins. Co., 865 F.2d 992
(9th Ci 1988)(Cit d f f ili t i t i li i t(9th Cir. 1988)(City sued for failing to maintain policies to
prevent police brutality).
– Eleven of these cases were based upon the city's alleged policyEleven of these cases were based upon the city s alleged policy

of condoning excessive force but a twelfth was based on alleged
police harassment. Ninth Circuit ruled that harassment claim was
a new “occurrence ”
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Auto Claims
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Case Example No. 1
S i  C lli iSuccessive Collisions

• Insured rear-ended motorist.Insured rear ended motorist.
• After the occupants of the two cars got out to 

exchange insurance information, they were struck exchange insurance information, they were struck 
by a third car who was driving in the breakdown 
lane.

• The occupants of the first and third cars sued the 
insured.

• How many “occurrences”?
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And The Answer Is?And The Answer Is?
• One “Occurrence”

USAA v. Baggett, 258 Cal. Rptr. 52 (1989)
– Only one “accident” occurred where insured's vehicle y

struck decedent's vehicle from behind, both parties 
exited their vehicles, and within a minute, a third vehicle 
struck the insured's vehicle from behind  fatally pinning struck the insured's vehicle from behind, fatally pinning 
decedent between insured's vehicle and decedent's 
vehicle.
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Case Example No. 2
Th  Ri h t CThe Ricochet Cases

I d’  hi l  t k fi t  th   d • Insured’s vehicle struck first car, then spun around 
and struck Vehicles 3 and then 4. 

• The occupants of Vehicles 2, 3 and 4 sue.

• And the Answer is?
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And The Answer Is?And The Answer Is?
• One “occurrence.”  (Maybe)

• Zurich American Ins. Co. v. Goodwin, 920 S.W.2d 247 
(Miss  2006)(chain collision resulting in numerous different (Miss. 2006)(chain collision resulting in numerous different 
auto accidents was a single “accident” under Iowa law).

• American Family Mut. Ins. Co. v. Wilkins, 179 P.3d 1104 y ,
(Kan. 2008)(where a separate string of collisions occurred 
a minute later after the insured had regained control of his 
vehicle  the subsequent collisions involved a separate vehicle, the subsequent collisions involved a separate 
“occurrence.”
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Case Example No. 3
S bl  A t  f N liSeparable Acts of Negligence

• Truck driver struck bicyclist  injuring him• Truck driver struck bicyclist, injuring him.
• Insured then backed over bicyclist while leaving 

the scene  causing new injuriesthe scene, causing new injuries.
• Do separate causative acts of negligence 

require finding of separate “occurrences”?require finding of separate occurrences ?
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And The Answer Is?And The Answer Is?
• One “Occurrence”

• Bish v. Guaranty Nat., 848 P.2d 1057 (Nev. 1993)
– Insured backed out of driveway and accidentally backed over y y

neighbor’s child.  After hearing neighbor’s screams, she put the 
car in forward, thereby driving over the child again.

– Nevada Supreme Court held that the child’s injuries arose out of p j
a single "occurrence" despite the fact the second accident could 
have been avoided if insured had stopped.  
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Case Example No. 4
M lti l  Th i  f Li bilitMultiple Theories of Liability

• Insured’s teenage son caused accident• Insured s teenage son caused accident.
• Accident victims sue the son for negligent 

operation of the vehicle and the parents for operation of the vehicle and the parents for 
negligently entrusting the car to their son.

• One occurrence or two?• One occurrence or two?
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And The Answer Is?And The Answer Is?
• One “Occurrence”

• Danielson v. ABC Ins. Co., 623 N.W.2d 182 (Wis. App. 2000)
– Accident victim argued that her loss had two “causes”g
– The named insured’s negligent entrustment of the vehicle to his 

friend and the friend’s negligent operation of the car.
– Wisconsin Court of Appeals ruled that plaintiff was only entitled to pp p y

a single "occurrence” limit notwithstanding separate theories of 
liability.

– “Accident” limit is the most the insurer owes “regardless of the g
number of "insured persons" or claims made.” 
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Case Example No. 5
R t  CRemote Causes

• Bad road conditions cause separate accidents.Bad road conditions cause separate accidents.
• Miley v. Continental Ins., 645 So.2d 1166 (La. App. 1994)

– Two car collisions occurred fifteen minutes apart but both due to impaired 
visibility caused by a “controlled burn” in nearby forestvisibility caused by a controlled burn  in nearby forest

– Louisiana Court of Appeals ruled one “occurrence.” 
• Nora v. Grayline Motor, 499 So.2d 401 (La. App. 1986)

T  b  t d i  th   i  t– Two buses overturned in the same rain storm.
– Louisiana Court of Appeals held each was a separate “occurrence” since the 

accidents were caused in large part by the independent acts of negligence of 
each bus driver  each bus driver. 
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There Are Some Lessons HereThere Are Some Lessons Here
• Multiple injuries that are the result of a single, 

i t t d h i l    lik l  t  b  uninterrupted physical cause are very likely to be 
treated as one “occurrence”
Thi  i  i ll   h  th  i j i   l l  • This is especially so where the injuries are closely 
grouped together in time and space.
S t  th i  f li bilit ’t d t i ti  f • Separate theories of liability aren’t determinative of 
number of “occurrences.”
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And FinallyAnd Finally…
• Don’t confuse these “accident” cases with the issue of 

whether claims for loss of consortium or emotional distress whether claims for loss of consortium or emotional distress 
by family members who weren’t injured in the accident 
trigger a separate policy limit.gg p p y

• Most courts ruled that derivative claims are subject to the 
same bodily injury limits as are available for the accident 
i ti  l i tiffvictim plaintiff.
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Molestation Claims
Clergy AbuseClergy Abuse

Day Care Centers
N i  HNursing Homes

Schools
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“Occurrence” FactorsOccurrence  Factors

• Number of childrenNumber of children
• Number of perpetrators
• Same location• Same location
• Was insured the perpetrator or employer?

N b  f  i l d• Number of years involved
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Case Example No. 1
Th  I d D  C  C t  The Insured Day Care Center 

• Day care center sued for sexual molestation of • Day care center sued for sexual molestation of 
children.

• Should number of “occurrences” be determined 
based on:
– Perpetrators
– Number of children

L l b i  f  i d’  li bilit– Legal basis for insured’s liability
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And The Answer Is???And The Answer Is???
• One.

• State Farm Fire & Cas. Co. v. Elisabeth N.,
9 Cal App 4th 1232 (1992)9 Cal. App. 4th 1232 (1992)
– Instances of child molestation at insured day care 

facility all arose out of “exposure to the same general 
diti ”conditions.”

– Cause of insured’s liability was its negligence in 
failing to provide adequate care and supervision for g p q p
children. 
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Clear   Not just yetClear.  Not just yet…
• Worcester Ins. Co. v. Fells Acres Day School, Inc., 408

Mass 393 558 N E 2d 958 (1990)Mass. 393, 558 N.E.2d 958 (1990)
• Supreme Judicial Court ruled that claims against a day care

center involved more than one "occurrence" since thecenter involved more than one occurrence since the
sexual assaults involved different children who were
assaulted by various employees at diverse locations in the
f ilitfacility.

• More emphasis on time/space proximity.
.
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Case Example No. 2
Th  S i  CThe Supervisory Cases

• County sued for its negligence in licensing the Papoose County sued for its negligence in licensing the Papoose 
Palace day care center where 40 children were molested 
by employee over a 3 year period.

• Should number of “occurrences” be based on:
– Insured’s negligent licensing practice (1)
– Number of individuals molesting children (1)
– Number of molested children (40)Number of molested children (40)
– Each molestation incident (40+).
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And The Answer Is???And The Answer Is???
• Negligent licensing practice (1)

• Washoe County v. Transcontinental Ins. Co., 878 P.2d 306 
(Nev  1994)(Nev. 1994)

• Nevada Supreme Court found only one "occurrence“ since County’s 
liability was due to its single on-going failure to perform its legal duty 
t  l  it  d l t  th  t '  tito properly monitor and regulate the center's operations.

• Ruling was to insured’s benefit--policy contained a $50,000 "per 
occurrence" retention.
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Clear   Not just yetClear.  Not just yet…

• HE Butt Grocery Co. v. National Union Fire Ins. Co. ofHE Butt Grocery Co. v. National Union Fire Ins. Co. of
Pittsburgh, 150 F.3d 526 (11th Cir. 1998)(Texas law)
– Store employee sexually assaulted two customers.p y y
– Victims sued grocery store for negligent supervision.
– Fifth Circuit ruled that the "immediate cause" of the

underlying injuries was the employee's intervening intentionalunderlying injuries was the employee s intervening intentional
tort and therefore held that each separate assault was a
separate "occurrence."

.
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Clergy “Occurrences”Clergy Occurrences

• “First Encounter”: One limit in first policy only. 
– Lee v. Interstate, 826 F.Supp. 1156 (N.D. Ill. 1993)

• One “occurrence” per policy year.
– Lee v. Interstate Fire & Cas. Co.,  86 F.3d 101 (7th Cir. 1996) 

• Each predatory employee is a new “occurrence”
– Worcester Ins. Co. v. Fells Acres Day School., 558 N.E.2d 958 (Mass. 1990). 

• Each molested child is a new “occurrence”
– Preferred Risk Mutual Ins. Co. v. Watson, 937 S.W.2d 148 (Tx. App. 1996) 

• Each individual assault is a new “occurrence”
– No court has adopted this theory to date.p y
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Case Example No. 3
Cl  Cl iClergy Claims

• Catholic Diocese sued by parents of 31 children who were• Catholic Diocese sued by parents of 31 children who were
sexually molested by priests over a period of several years.

• Is number of “occurrences” measured by:
– Negligent supervisory practice of Diocese?

N b f d t i t ?– Number of predatory priests?
– Number of children molested?
– Some combination of the aboveSome combination of the above…

.
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And The Answer Is???And The Answer Is???
• Exposure to predatory conditions

One “occurrence” per yearOne occurrence  per year.
• Society of Roman Catholic Diocese of Lafayette v. 

Interstate Fire, 26 F.3d 1359 (5th Cir. 1994).Interstate Fire, 26 F.3d 1359 (5th Cir. 1994).
– Fifth Circuit ruled in Louisiana case that coverage is triggered in 

each year that the incidents took place.  
C t d li d t  t t h t  i id t    – Court declined to treat each separate incident as a new 
"occurrence," holding that molestation incidents in a policy year 
could be aggregated
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Case Example No. 4
N i  H /ACF Cl i  Nursing Home/ACF Claims 

• Nursing home patient sued  claiming that the facility’s • Nursing home patient sued, claiming that the facility s 
negligent treatment over the course of several years 
caused various  types of injuries.yp j

• Is the “occurrence”:
– Patient’s exposure to “conditions” at the home?Patient s exposure to conditions  at the home?
– The individual negligent acts of the nursing home staff?
– The different types of injuries claimed?
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And The Answer Is???And The Answer Is???
• Several.

R l I  C  f A i   C lib  O  I d it  C• Royal Ins. Co. of America v. Caliber One Indemnity Co.,
465 F.3d 614 (5th Cir. 2006)

• Fifth Circuit ruled that the CGL “conditions” language could not be Fifth Circuit ruled that the CGL conditions  language could not be 
construed to encompass separate acts of negligence by nurses and 
doctors at the facility.

• The acts and omissions that caused the patient’s Stage Four • The acts and omissions that caused the patient s Stage Four 
pressure sores, pneumonia and other injuries culminating in her 
death were divisible from the acts and omissions that resulted in 
earlier bruises and soresearlier bruises and sores.
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ShootingsShootings
Homeowners

fManufacturers
Retailers

RestaurantsRestaurants
Schools



Case Example No. 1
Th  C llThe College

• Student shoots dozens of students at his college.
• Before the assault, the college learned that he had received 

ammunition and a gun stock in the mail yet failed to intercept it, 
citing student privacy rights.

• College was sued for failing to prevent assault
• Excess carrier argued that primary insurer owed $3 million 

aggregate limit, not just a single “occurrence” limit because (a) 
( )each separate shooting was a new “occurrence” or (b) the college 

was negligent in numerous different respects, including its failure 
to intercept the ammunition, a subsequent failure to search the 
student’s room  to confiscate his weapons parts  to call the student s room, to confiscate his weapons parts, to call the 
student’s parents or to alert the police).

• How many “occurrences”?
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And The Answer Is?And The Answer Is?
• One.

• RLI Ins. Co. v. Simon’s Rock College, 54 Mass. App. Ct.
286 (2002)286 (2002)
– The “cause” of the victim’s injuries was the college’s failure to

keep student from using his gun.
Separate negligent acts not separate occurrences  but rather – Separate negligent acts not separate occurrences, but rather 
constitute evidence of an arguably inadequate policy of security 
and student supervision that allowed Lo's ultimate access to a 
murder weapon. p
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Case Example No. 2
Th  Pl  f P bli  A d tiThe Place of Public Accommodation

• Rival gangs confronted each other inside restaurant.g g
• After being evicted, gang members returned with guns and shot 

up the restaurant, killing several diners.
• Restaurant sued for failing to provide proper security• Restaurant sued for failing to provide proper security.
• Was the “occurrence” here the:

– Negligence of the insured?
– Number of shots fired?
– Number of shooters?

Number of shot patrons?– Number of shot patrons?
– Number of lost linguini orders?
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And The Answer Is???And The Answer Is???

• Several.

• Koikos v. Travelers, 849 So.2d 263 (Fla. 2003), ( )
– It is the immediate cause of victim’s injury that constitutes the

‘occurrence’.”
“The victims were not “exposed” to the negligent failure to– The victims were not exposed to the negligent failure to
provide security. If the victims were “exposed” to anything, it
was the bullets fired from the intruder’s gun.”
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Can These Cases Be Reconciled?Can These Cases Be Reconciled?

• Note the distinguishing factors:• Note the distinguishing factors:
– In Simon’s Rock, the party seeking multiple 

“occurrences” was the excess carrier seeking to delay occurrences  was the excess carrier seeking to delay 
the primary insurer’s exhaustion.

– In Koikos, the disputing party was the insured.p g p y
– Total available limits not at issue in Simon’s Rock; just 

which insurer would pay.
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Case Example No. 2
Th  P tThe Parents

• Teenage boy went on shooting spree, driving around his g y g p , g
neighborhood and randomly shooting at various people, 
killing five and wounding one.
P   d f  li  i i• Parents were sued for negligent supervision.

• Was the “occurrence”
The parent’s negligence?– The parent’s negligence?

– The boy’s homicidal rage?
– The individual shooting incidents?g
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And the Answer Is???And the Answer Is???
• Several.
• Donegal Ins.Co. v. Baumhammers, 2006 Pa. Super. 

32 (Pa. Super. February 2006)
– Superior Court ruled that there were six “occurrences” 

(one for each injured individual).
Three dissenting judges argued that there was only – Three dissenting judges argued that there was only 
“occurrence” since the cause of the parent’s liability was 
their alleged negligence in failing to prevent the g g g g p
assaults.
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But wait----But wait

• Donegal Ins  Co  v  Baumhammers  • Donegal Ins. Co. v. Baumhammers, 
595 Pa. 147 (Pa. 2007)

• Supreme Court reverses:  Only one “occurrence” 
because the “cause” was the parents’ negligencebecause the cause  was the parents  negligence.
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Clear?  Not Just YetClear?  Not Just Yet…
• Bomba v. State Farm Fire & Cas. Co., 379 N.J. Super. 589,

879 A 2d 1252 (2005)879 A.2d 1252 (2005)
– Homeowner’s adult son went Rambo, firing shots against police

officers and wounding several.
Parents argued that insurer should pay $300 000 aggregate limit– Parents argued that insurer should pay $300,000 aggregate limit
in HO-3, not just $100,000

– Appellate Division ruled that claims against parents are one
“occurrence” inasmuch as the claims against the insured wereoccurrence inasmuch as the claims against the insured were
based upon their negligence in allowing their son access to gun,
the underlying injuries all shared the same “cause.”

– Court refused to find that an excluded act (firing a shotgun) couldCourt refused to find that an excluded act (firing a shotgun) could
be the relevant “occurrence.”
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In ConclusionIn Conclusion
• Case law construing the number of “occurrences” is for the 

most part:most part:

1. Confusingg
2.  Extremely fact specific
3.  Result oriented
4.  Inconsistent even within individual states
5.  All of the above
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And The Answer Is???And The Answer Is???

QQuestions
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